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Heliguy Viper Part - Propellers (4)

Product Name: Heliguy Viper Part - Propellers (4)

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS2069

This is the latest generation of super agile Quads that will enable a lot of new people to
get into the hobby of radio control. They are easier to fly than even the small
helicopters, yet this quad is very agile in the EXPERT mode and can perform axial and
pitch flips.
It may be small, but the Heliguy Viper micro quadcopter&#39s performance capabilities
belies it&#39s size with it even being able to fly outdoors, wind dependent.
The Viper comes ready-to-fly with a 4-channel LCD display 2.4gHz transmitter that
features adjustable sensitivity modes for normal or expert flight. Charging for the
240mAh LiPo battery is handled via a USB charge cable.
Featuring a neat moulded, fully enclosed fuselage to protect the main electronics, the
stylish design looks and performs amazing in flight. Turning cycles, figure of eights,
banking are simple. Super stable indoors or even outside on a calm day. The supplied
power system provides more than enough power to allow for flip somersaults and rolls
in EXPERT mode.
Specification and features
2.4gHz 4-channel radio
Adjustable normal or expert sensitivity modes
3.7v 240mAh LiPo battery
4 Coreless motors
Latest 6-axis flight control system with adjustable gyro sensitivity
USB charge cable
Lightweight moulded airframe for added protection
Super stable flight performance
Weight 38gram (including battery)
Please note: The above images are for illustration purposes only. Our models are black
with red stripes and the front blades are also red.

Price: R58.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 28 July, 2014
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